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In caring for continued Federal support for cor:nitive

psychological research which impacts on science and-

mathematics education I draw on twelve years of experience

evaluating science and mathematics education programs and

conducting cognitive psychological research specifically

designed to aid teacher educators and curriculum developers.

In order to maintain our excellence in science and mathemat-

ics education, we must maintain the impact of coonitive

psychological research on curriculum development and teacher

education. This paper suggests oriorities.for the role of

cognitive psycholocy in curriculum development and teacher

education in 1982.

We need an empirically based, rapidly developing ick

gf agitaca edution, informed by cognitive psychology

to ensure our leadership in this field. DevelopMents in

cognitive psychology which have influenced the current sci-
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ence of science education and which could potentially revo-

lutionize a future science of science education are del-

ineated. Before describing a niQuo: Qf 2QIclagc etuEEtin.,

however I discuss why science education is a national/con-

cern and how the rapid advance in science knowledge and cog-

nitive psychological knowledge create a sense of urgency

about developing a modern science of science education.

MENU EDUCAIEIN 15 A YAIIINAL P.DUCEEN

The strength of the United States lies in its techn6

ogy. A major component of our national defense our ,

advantage in the area of technology. Excetrenc In science

education ensures that we can continue/ intain our tech-

nologieal advantage. Our advantage science. education

stems, in part, from codnitive psychological re-search.

Evidence for the-Yglut of American technology comes

from recent crimes. Alleged thefts of microchipcw com-

panies in Silicon Valley, reportedly eIng14red by the

Soviet Union, attest to the value of American technology.

Our technology is sufficiently important to foreign govern-

Runts, that they appear to engage in crime to ecouire it

(En ECandlcs2 Ersmich, March, 1982).

This conclusion s ems from examinatio of high tEchnol- -----

ogy surveillance, equ pment originating if'. the SovietUnion

and recently confiscated off the East Coast of the United

States. This Soviet surveillance equipment was fcvnd by



fishermen and was.turned over to the Defense Department.

Engineers in the Defense Department dismantled the eouipment

and discovered that the microchips used in the 'eouipment

were American in origin. Thus, it appears that our techno-

logical advances are being stolen by the Soviets to provide

components for their most sophisticated surveillance equip-

ment. Although science education may not prevent Interna-

tional crime, excellent science education may, at least,

--mattvate foreign governments to desire American technologi-

cal expertise.

A threat to science education in the United States is a

threat to. our national security. When science education

became a national concern we dramatically upgraded our sci-

ence education programs. CurFent declining fundinc for sdi-

ence education research and development comes at a tine ahen

we have shortages of qualified computer programmers and

engineers. To ensure modern educational programs we must

support science education research and development ,inforted
, -

by cognitive-p-syt

RAPID AUVANEE IN 2CIENCE ENQWLEDK on

ElICHQUGICAL ISUOILEXE

We need to maintain and expand our expertise in science

and mathematict e_duc-at-iatrCQ--"-Our ability to incorporate

.i-A3once-t-fEom cognitive psychology. Our science edueati*on

programs must reflect rapid changes in leitpee EnoslEtce on



the one hard, and in cQeDitIn nY0.521QE1Q21 15.0QW1Uset on

the other. Our scientifi.c knowledge is rapidly advancing.

Similarly, our cognitive psychological knowledge is rapidly

advancing. We must continually incorporate these advances

into our science of science education programs.

Recent advances in science knowledge include= a) the

development of the microchip and the addition of home com-

puters to many housgholds in the United States,'b):the syn-

.'
thetic production of insulin and other important bicchfmical

substances, and c) the ,use of high powered lasers to ignite

thermal-nuclear fuel. These and other advancf-s haVe

occurred after a large number of our citizens have taken

their last science course and, indeed, have left school.

An important aspect of science education is to develop

in our citizenry, the ability to update their science

knowledge after leaving school in order to maintain their

science literacy. We need a citizenry that seeks and dia-

ests inform'ation available in magazines such as CLICUtr.,
4

Ian= az, and 21=1, and in books published in the techno-

logical area. We might develop science curricula for infor-

mal learning environments such as science centers and com-

munity education centers. In order to accommodat rapid

advances in science knowledge we must revise our science

education programs for schools.

Rapid advances in cognitive psycholoay can greatly

enhance our sctence programs. Herb Simon at Carnegio-Fellon



University refers to the recent advances in cornitive

psychology as "a revolution° (Simon, 980). Don Norman at

the University of California at San Diego\points out that

cognitive psychologists are now studying "re 1 learning° as

opposed to the sorts of problems that have been studied in

the past (Norman, .1981). Psychologists can no onger be

accused of focusing on nonsense syllables or the beha icr of

rats. Cognitive psychologists offer us Guidance, for te ch-

ing complex concepts and real probiem solving.

Recent advances in cognitive science include a) Chess

playing machines' which can beat Fnaster chess players, b)

explanations of complex problem solving such as the behavior

required to conduct a medical djagnosis or phygics experi-

mefft, c) instructional programs which diagnose and respond

to individual differences in the rate of learning and in the

errors that the learner is likely to make. These advances

are critical to our science and mathematics educatiCn pro-

grams. These findings from cognitive science enable us to

rapidly increase our expertise in science and mathematics

education.

To maintain our expertise in science educatiorip a

,naticoal concern, we need continued Federal support for cog-

nitive research focused on issues relevant to science and

mathematics curriculum development and teacher education.

Clur expertise in cognitive psychology is a national

resource. We export our expertise: Those in cognitive
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psychology regularly receive reprint reouests and invita-

tions to present their work from the international commun-

ity. We need, also, to utilize our expertise.

LiQi OCE5 LUNIIIYE mulaum

ImpACI ON 1CIENCE AND MATHEMATICS EQUCATION?

There are two important waYs that advances in coenitive

psychology impacts- on science and mathematic education.

First, cognitive psychology provides a framework for a sci-

ence Ofscience education. Second, advances in eoenitive

psyctiologY can sugclest ways to enhance our expertise in sci-
,

ence education.

A EEamcwuk fgE a Eclat= gf 5giuga Eduuthn

Curriculum development and teacher education efforts

will be most successful if they benefit from relevant

successes and failures. Only by accumulating our knowledge

can we continuously enhance our science and matheMatics edu-

cation programs. Thus, we need.to think of science educa-
irar

tion as a science. The science of science education builds

tKnowledge of how to improve our cUrriculum efforts and our

teacher education programs.

Recent advances in cognitive psychology emphasis the

need for more empiricism in science education curriculum

development and teacher education. Examples of curriculum

development efforts at the Lawrence Hall of science



emphasize the importance of empIricism in curriculum

development-efforts. Typically, activities developed at the

Lawrence Hall of Science go through three to five revisions

( before they are ready for classroom use (e.g., Health

Activities Program Newsletter, 1976-1980). These revisions

increase the effectiveness of the materials in fostering

learning. We need to apply this model of empirical test and

revision to development of new programs, especially prcdrams

incorporating recently available technolegy such as personal

computers.

Currently, computers are largely being used for drill

and practice 'in educational Plrograms--far from their full

potential. Empirical research is needed to determine how

computers can best be used in science end mathematics pro-

, grams. In teacher education we have developed, over the

years, better understanding of how to train tbachs-rs. Con-

tinued empirical investigations ensure that our.teacher edu-

cation pr-ogramslare continuously updated.

At the Lawrence Hall of Science' we have developed (over

e past 20 years) expertise in curricultim development and

t acher educatialbsy determining which aspects of our pro---

prams are successful and which aspects are unsuccessful. We

/ f

,

can be seen as en9,ineers of science curricula and teacher

education programs in that we tinker with these programs

until they become eff-dtive educational-tpuls:-------

The Lawrence Hall of Science has gained expertise in



scjence and mathematics education. First drafts of curricu

lum materials and teacher education materials are far better

',than first drafts developed years Ago. This expertise also

-convinces us, however, that curriculum. materials, teacher

workshop plans, and exhibits for the Lawrence Hall cf Sci'

ence when they are in their first version are indeed first

drafts. Like all other first drafts, they are in need of

revision. ks we develop expertise, we'become more, rather

than less aware, of the need'for revision based on feedbaCk

from pilot tests of our materials.

our gains in expertise in science education Mean that

we answer some questions and pose new questions. Whereas

early science curricula concentrated mainly on presenting

the science concepts effectively, we now attend tc addi

tional issues and especially issues suggested by cognitive

psychologists.' Thus, we can pay attention to tailorinc our

activities to differences in students. We are able tc pro

vide, within the science and mathematics community, oppor

tunities for students who learn at different rates to gain

from the program. In addition, we can provide ways to .

tailor activities to the needs of handicapped stucents.

Similarly, in the area of teacher training, we can nef only

train teachers to consider the characteristics of lcarners

in providing instruction but also we help teachers to recog

nize which learners are in need of help and to diagnose the

type of help that is likely to be needed. For example: we

can help teachers recognize the errors or -misconceptions



their students are likely to have. Thut, our expertise in

the area of science .education, informed by cocnitive

psychology, enables us to consider more difficult problems

.
than we mere able-to consider in the past.

AdYances in ConnItin gaycholnu

IngEint tgr 2 lcience of Sgienct Edgaatiop

Cognitive psychology provides us not only w th a frOe-

*

work for a science of science education hut also with

research findings which can rapidly enhance our expertise In

the science of science education. This expertise erhanee=

ment occurs because we use clues from cognitive ,psychelogy

to guide our science of science education.

Cognitive psychology and the science of science educa-

tion enhance each other. Cognitive scintists frecuently

select problems from science education whiich have perplexed

science educators (e.g., Siegler, 1976, Proportional Feason-

ing). Similarly, science educators pay attention to cogni-

tive scientistt because cognitive' scientists have addressed
\

issues in problem solving, such as planning,'which are also

ef concern to science educator's: These two fields previde

important evidence for each other.'

Three categories of ,input from cognitive psychology

suggest how cognitive psychology canimpact on the science

of science education. First, well-documented findingsfrom

cognitive psychology are useful for science educators.



Second, current research in tognitive psychology can impact

on science curriculum development. Third, certain prcblems

in cO'gnitive psychology could, if resolved, greatly enhance

the science of science education.

Et11 Doclmantad Eiadings. Ecam cognitin Elychalan

Many well-documented findings in cognitive psychology

are of great interest to curricuTUM developers and teacher

educators. One advance concerns the %limitations on human

processing capecity. In 1956, Miller suggested that hunans

are able to process about seven things simultaneous, refer-\

ring to "the nagic number ,seven plus or minus two".

Miller's nessace was that human processing capacity is lim-

ited. In 19671.George Handler suggested that the w-2" was

more accurate than the "4.2" and that in fact, individuals

are really likely to.process only about five things at the

sane time. By 1981, Herb Simon suggested that humans could

only process about two chunks of information at the same

time, and that this limitation appeared to be fairly univer-

sal fron one oroOem to another. Limitations on human pro-

cessing capacity are well established -- hopefully the dowri-

ward trend is definitional.

Whatever the limitation of human processing capacity,

its existence iS important for those designing curricula and

providing teacher education materials. ScienCe-curriculum

developers and teacher educators are concerned with the lim-

itation on human processing,: capacity. ,During tests of

1 -1



curriculum materials and teacher education matereals, LHS

staff frequently focus the presentation on only the most

essential information, and on whether recipients can

comprehend the intended message. Trials determine how much

information overloads the processing capacitii of rrogram

recipients.

Examples of curricula that overload the l;uman irfcrma-

tion processing system abound. Clearly, understaneing of

human processing capacity limitations requires more wide-

spread attention. 'We need better ways to present ccoplex

information without creating overload. Cognitive psycholog-

ical research has suggested is'sues, such is processing 'capa-

city, which help developers streamline tf.e development pro-

Cess

E=nt Eiadinga fum Cnnitiyt 2autQ1sm

Specification of processing procedures used by problem

solvers, a recent trend In cognitive psychology, has broad

implications for a science of science education. Research-

ers have characterized how learners construct the knotNledge

they display. This research tells science curriculum

developers and teacher educators why learner is devep alter-

native conceptions of phenomena and events and explains ohy

these alternatives often persist in spite of contradiction.

ResearcheFsfollowing the_imformation processing per-

spective develop understanding of the performance of indivi-
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duals whilt they solve problems. This approach includes

consideration of problem solvers/ errors, behavioral

responses, such as ele movements, and,verbal responsest:such

as "thinking aloud".,-All of this information is considered

in explaining how the problem solver approaches and proceed§

in resolving the problem. Frequently, computer simulations

are used to validate informat1o6 processing hypotheses ,suc-

//
oested by the cognitive pOchologists. This approach is

especially-useful for science 'educators because it gives

considerable insight into- how learning proceeds ane how

interventions might be viewed by the learner.

An important factor, when learners construct knotOedge

of a situaxion, concerns the role uf beliefs and expecta-

tions. For example, PI research on the ability to control

variables (Linn & Swiney, 1991; Linn,'Clement,/& Pulos, in

press; Karplus, (arplus, Formisano, Paulsen, 1977)

researchers find that most adolescents can sometimes conduct

controlled experiments but do not plways conduct controlled
,

experiments. A controlled experiment occurs when the vari-

able under investigation is.changed and all other variables

!

are kept the same in two trials. So, adolescents might con-

!trol variabl e s when designing an experiment to determine

which of two toothpastes is the best, but not control varl-

ables when determining which of two rods bends the most. .

Linn and Swiney (1981) found that laeliefs influenced

the unevenness in performance because ineividuals controlled .



the variables that they thought were important. For exam-
/

Ole, in experiments -having to do with thexperts-ion of-

springs, respondents were more likely to control the ueight

hung from the sprino than they were to control the vaterial

which the spring was made from. Frequently, subjects indi-

cated that they didn't think the material was impertant

because all the springs were in fact made of metal. Exami-

nation of the errors that the students made and their expla-

nations for the errors indicated that htlitf in the irrpor-

tance of the variable explained why they controlled vari-

ables in some situations but not in others: They controlled

the variables they believed were important.

Another important aspect of how reasoners construct

knowledge is that reasoners develop alternative conceptions

for phenomena, they do not respond capriciously. An exatple

involves Predicting Displaced Volume. The task is illus-

trated in Figure 1. In this task, subjects are told that

there are two metal blocks, both of which sink when immersed

in water. They are asked to predict which of the two blocks

will displace the most liquid,when immersed in watcr. A

typical student (referred to as John) responded as illus-

trated in Figure 1. What alternative conception is John

using to predict which of the two metal blocks will make the

water go up higher?

111,

Fioure 1 about here



John's responses indicate that his alternative concep-

tion is "The greater the weight of the solid immersed in

water, the more liquid it wil/ disolace." Thus, John uses

what we refer to as the weight conception for predicting how

much water will be displaced. For a more detailed discui-

sion of this task, and the alternative conceptions used by

subjects, see Linn and Pulos (1981).

Another typical student, referred to as Susan,

responded as shown in Figure 2. Susan's conception is more

complex than John's. Essentially, Susan's conceptions isl

"If the blocks differ in size, then the bigger one makes4 the

water-go up higher, and if the size of the blocks is the

same, then the heavier one _s the water go up higher".

Linn and Pulos (1981) frequently found this response among

twelve- to sixteen-year-old adolescents.

Figure 2 about here

Information processing research helps us understand

that' learners generate altertiative conceptions rather than

simply wrong anstiers. John's and Susan's responses to the

Predicting Displaced Volume task tell us hoN they each' solve

the problem. Generally, students are consistent in their

responses. sSusan and Johm are not just wrong about Olat



factors influence Predicting Displaced Volume, each ha,ve

consistent alternative conceptions for Predicting Dis,placed

Volume (alternatives to the correct answer that the volume

of the block is the only factor which influences hcw much

liquid is displaced). If the educational program attempts

to remediate each of these and other common alternative con-

ceptions, the instruction will be enhanced.

Why do learners have alternative conceptions for

Predicting Displaced Volume? In general, their beliefs

about weignt contribute to their performance: they expect

weight to be influential when it is not. Weioht is often a
7

variable in other domains. Individuals solving Predicting

Displaced Volume may use an improper analogy and expect that

weight is important in Predicting Displaced Volume beEaUse

it is also important in how far an object moves when it by

another object or how much one's toe hurts when something is

dropped on it. Thus, individuals may have beliefs abcut the

role of weight which they bring to this situation. The role

of alternative conceptions and of beliefs which relate to

them deserve serious consideration in the planning and exe-

cution of science education curricula and teacher materials.

Is it easy to alter the students' expectations concern-

ing the role of weight in Predicting Displaced Volume? If

teachers d6'monstrate that weight is not a variable 1i this

situation do most students accept this pronouncenent and

wove on to the next task? Evidently not. Predictinc Dis-



placed Volume is a topic in most science curricula in 7th

end Elth grade, yet over 50X of 12th grade respondents to

this task use an incorrect alternative conception .y,hich

involves weight in some respect (Linn & Pulps, 1931).

We ponducted an investigation to test the rcle of

instruction in chancing respondents' conceptions of Predict-

ing Displaced Volume. We demonstrated how much water was

displaced by solids of varying size and weicht in about ten

minutes of instiuction for subjects who initially used a

weight based 'alternative conception for solving Preeicting'

Dtsplaced Volume (Pulos, de Benedictis, Linn, Sullivan, t

Clement, 1982). One subject, when confronted with a-con-
,

tradiction to the weight conception respandedt. "Humm, the

water went up the same in both the containers even though

one of those cylinders weighs more than the other. Ycu must

have magic water."

This subject felt that the experimenter was being

tricky and using water that didn't have the usual-proper-

ties. The subject believed that weight Ws an important

factor and was willing to suggest that the experimenter was

using magic water in order to defend the role of weirht in

Predicting Displaced Volume. It should be noted thEA tena-

cious defense of erroneous ideas has'proved valuable in the
-

history of science (Lakatos, 1972), so tenacious defense of

ideas concerning a scientific phenomena may not be totally \

inappropriate. However, in Predicting Displaced Volume,

.



weight does not determine displacement. This view needs to

be remediated so the individual can pursue other questions.-

How can identification of alternative conceptions and

of the role of beliefs in problem solving help develop the

science of science education? Investigations which illus-
.

trate subjects* information procestine procedures provide

teachers with better insight into how their students might

perform 'n the classroom. In the Predicting Displaced

Volume example, students* alternative conceptions are con-

sistent. These students are not just-wrong, they actually

have a set of alternative conceptions and beliefs which have

worked for them in many situations and which they tena-

ciously protect. Susan's conception, for example, actually

works quite well in helping her predict how much volume will

te displaced. Only when two solids of equal size but

unequal weight are presented can we discern that Susan, in

fact, has an alternative conception for Predicting Displaced

Volume. Teachers need to be aware of alternative concep-

tions in order to provide instruction that focuses specifi-

cally 'on the errors that students are lUely to make. Cur-

riculum developers need to incorporate attention to belief's

and to alternative conceptiOns to provide effective materi-

,

Lika* 6Ligtat g Egnitin Euchgls/ax

There are important unanswered questions in ccrnitive

psychology which, if answered, could grgatly enhance science

1 6)



education. For example, cognitive psychological research

could impact on science education by understaneing the

organization of intellCctual structures En the mind. The

organization of intellectual structures determines how the

individual comes to select certain information and not other

information in solving a problem. Questions include, how do

individuals decide which i,nformation is relevant to a prob-

lem? and How do individuals add new knowledge to their

ideas? Drganizations of intellectual structures ere of

current interest to cognitive psychological researchers.

Researchers are, grappling with these questions and have Obt

forth a number of ideas which may eventually.impact on a

science of science education.

For example, many researchers have considered the role

of experience in the organization of the intellect. Simon,

in studying how expert chess players solVe' preblens, has

modeled how chess experts use experience in computer simula-

tions of chess playing. His hope was that this model might

enhance ,the chess playing capability of the computer. In

attempting to build this model, Simon has uncovered ways of

representing the relationships amorm intelleciUal structures

and the role of experience in the forminc of these relation-

ships. However, his experiments are only a first step in

understanding this important problem.

Similarly, piaget has grappled with the roTe of experi-

ence in the development of intellectual structures (e.g.,

1.9



Piaget, 1971, 1977). Piaget suggests that the waturino

individual comes to abstract strategies from eXperience.

Powever, Piaget acknowledged that this experience was nei-

ther necessary nor sufficient for the development'of intel-

lectual structures. Piaget recognized the importance of

this problem and offered some insight, but not a solution to

the difficulty.

Other approaches to understanding of how the train

organizes information come from the study of neuroseience.

Ultimately, in order-to answer this question, collatcration

among neuroscientists, cognitive psychologijsts, ane those

studying the acquisition of specific knowledee, such as sci-

ence educators, will be required. AnsNers tc this-cuestion

will offer important insight into how we conduct science

education. Clearly, science education which fosters effi-

cient organization of the mind, would greatly tnhancr pro-

ductivity and science literacy. Thus, research en the

organization of the mind could ultimately have a profound

impact on a science "of science,education.

SULTAEY

Science education is a national concern; our national

defense depends on the effectiveness of our science educ,p-

tioit prOgrams. Our expertise in a science of science educa-

tion is a national resource. A threat to science education

is a threat to our national security.

20
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-To maintain and enhance thIs'national resource, ive need

to enhance our empiricism in the science of science educa-

tion by incorporating findings from cognitive psychology

into our,science of science education. Findings from cogni-

tive psychology haVV'impacted on science education; current

issues in cognitive psychology will ultimately enhance our

understanding of science education. We need science educa-

tors concerned with findings in cognitive psychology to

incorporate these advances into a science of science educa-

tion.



Figure S

Water Glass Puzzle: John's Respohse

Note:- John We tOld that-all-blocks sink
and are completely covered by.water

1: Blocks A and B are the same size. Block B weighs more than Block A.

10oz.

Which block will make the water go up higher?

Block A

Botn thesame

2. Block C is smaller than Block.D. Block D weighs more than Block C.

15oz.

Which block will make the water g Jp higher?

Block C

Both the same



. 3. .Block B is larger than Block A. Block A weighs more than Block B.

Which block will make the water go up higher?

Block B

Both the same

47-

9 oz.,

Al. Block C is larger ehan Block D. Both.blocks weigh the same.

15 oz.

Which block will make the water go up higher?

Block C

Bloci< D

15oz

V



Figure-2

Water Class Puzzle: Susan's Response

Note: Susan was told that all blocks sink
and are completely covered by water

Block A is larger than Block B. Block A is heavier than Block B.

Which block will make the water 0 up higher?

Block B

Both the same

8 oz.

6. Blocks C and D are the same size. Block C weighs more than Block D

Which block will make the water go up higher?

Block D

Both the same

8 oz..



7_ Block A is larger than Block B. Both blotks weigh the same.

Which block will make the water go up higher?

-Block A )

Block B

Both the same

4
ID oz.

8. Block D is larger than Block C. Block C weighs more than Block D.

24 oz.

Which block will make the water go up higher?

Block C

Both the same
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